Analytical Essay Writing - Do's and Don'ts
An essay has numerous types with each type having its own structure, intended audiences, and
content requirements. One of the most assigned tasks in any subject within schools, colleges, and
universities is essay writing.
An analytical essay is a piece of academic writing in which another piece of academic writing is analyzed.
This essay consists of arguments or claims regarding the text being analyzed. For instance, analyzing how
another author has addressed a certain theme, or how some story has been developed, etc. the purpose
is not to persuade readers rather just to present an analysis or opinion about the text being analyzed and
get an essay writing service

Just like all other forms of essays this type also includes an introduction paragraph with a thesis
statement (the main argument or claim presented at end of this paragraph), a body consisting of 35 paragraphs, and a conclusion.
The task of writing this type of essay involves five simple steps that an essay writer must be aware
of. the steps are elaborated below:
1. Select an interesting topic
2. Develop a thesis statement
3. Research to find your main points and related pieces of evidence
4. Make outline
5. Bring it all together to write an impressive essay
Refer to the following detailed description of each step or get professional ‘write my paper’ help
if needed.
Topic Selection
Choose a topic that allows room for analysis. Just summarizing is not enough for this type of essay.
Avoid selecting a broader topic, the narrower the topic is, the easier it is to analyze it and the more
convincing the arguments would be.
Thesis Statement Development
Write such a thesis statement that a reader must be able to comprehend your opinion about the text
being analyzed by just reading your thesis sentence. What will be analyzed and how should be clearly
mentioned in the thesis statement and have college essay writing service

Searching For Content And Evidences
After finalizing the topic and making a general argument about the essay, now is the time to do
comprehensive research about the ideas that will support your main argument in the essay. As a
rule of thumb in essays, one idea or supporting argument is presented in one paragraph.
Do not forget to find evidence for each of your claims. A claim without a piece of evidence loses
its authenticity and makes the essay ineffective.
Outlining
At this point, as the topic has been finalized, the thesis statement has been developed, claims and
supporting pieces of evidence have been sorted out, and made an outline that arranges everything
logically with a smooth flow. This process is called outlining in academic writing.
Writing the essay
Now is the time to begin with the task of writing the essay. Put all the information collected so far
together. Add background and thesis statements in the introduction, write one paragraph per claim, and
end with a strong conclusion and can also get professional essay writing service

Once the components and steps of essays are known, there are certain dos and don'ts that if
observed correctly, the students do not need to take help from any write my essay services.
The Dos
•

Address all the requirements of the assignment as described by the professor.

•

Use argumentation to present your analysis.

•

Support all the claims with pieces of evidence.

•

Paragraphs must be fully and correctly developed.

•

The essay must have a smooth transition between paragraphs. Nothing should look out of
place or random.

•

The introductory paragraph must end with a strong and clear thesis sentence.

•

Each body paragraph must be written on a single idea. This idea must be presented in the
start of the paragraph in the form of a topic sentence.

•

Use third-person pronouns throughout the essay.

•

The structure and organization of the essay must be logical and uniform.

The Don'ts
•

Don’t let secondary sources dominate the essay.

•

Don’t use generalizations such as all women think etc.

•

Don’t provide long summaries or descriptions.

•

Do not go beyond the defined word limit.

Remember these do’s and dont’s or get professional help from a paper writing service online.
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